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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to the December 2017 
issue of  The Legal, which has a focus 
on Cybercrime and Data Protection 
that we hope you will find both 
interesting and helpful. 

This is a very busy time for all, trying 
to tie up caseloads at work, whilst 
fitting in Christmas preparations 
and festivities!  To add to those 
celebrations, the President and his 
Committee cordially invite you to 
save the date for the Yorkshire Law 
Banquet on Friday 9 February 2018, 
which will be held one again at the 
Cutlers’ Hall.  We look forward to 
seeing you at this prestigious event.

In addition, in your preparation for 
Christmas, do not forget to take 
advantage of your member benefits 
for that special present.  We are 
very pleased to add H.L.Brown as a 
new member benefit. Please turn to 
pages 22 - 23 for details of this and 
other benefits.

We wish you all a very  Merry 
Christmas and look forward to a 
Happy and Prosperous New Year! 



I am never sure whether the 
“President’s Column” should reflect 
the general theme of the publication 
or not. Last time, I did try to write 
something about ‘the next generation’ 
but found that I either became utterly 
nostalgic for some past I am sure 
didn’t really exist, or that I so ‘bigged 
up’ the current cohort of students and 
trainees that it seemed we had reached 
a perfection that couldn’t be improved 
on. Both these approaches were just 
wrong; the only sensible thing I was 
saying was already being said in other 
articles.  I scrapped the whole idea and 
went off piste. 

By a strange coincidence having 
submitted my copy a merely few days 
after the deadline (apologises Lesley), 
I attended a meeting of The Yorkshire 
Union of Law Societies and learnt, among 
other things, about the SRA’s plans for 
training new solicitors. These plans are 
set to come in, notwithstanding some 
significant and prolonged objections, in 
2020. Had I attended a few days earlier, 
I might have had something useful to 
say as an introduction to the last edition. 
As I do now at least have some grasp of 
what the SRA are proposing, I think it is 

worth setting out a little bit of what I now 
understand, albeit an edition late! 

It will no longer be a requirement to 
do a degree in Law or a postgraduate 
legal course to transfer from another 
discipline. A candidate will simply 
need to have a degree or an equivalent 
qualification or ‘relevant qualifying 
experience’, this last, I think, opening 
the door to “Legal Apprentices”. They 
will need to complete a computer-based 
assessment (SQE1) which will, we are 
told, ensure that they have acquired all 
the basic law that would currently be 
included in the core subjects of a law 
degree. Apparently, this will also include 
testing advocacy skills, although exactly 
how this might be done remains to 
be seen.

Rather than having a two-year training 
contract, a candidate will simply need to 
obtain two years of relevant experience 
in four different areas, each area being 
a minimum of six months.  But they 
work for a variety of firms over a longer 
period of time.  When a candidate has 
completed both the SQE1 and gathered 
the necessary experience, then they can 
take the final exam (SQE2). This will be 
in the form of a traditional exam at an 
examination centre. 

I am sure I have not really done the 
proposal justice. I mention it because 
I think it is the single most important 
change to the legal profession in several 
years and it will have a significant 
impact on firms of all sizes in the future. 
Recruiting will need to take into account 
these new arrangements. It may or may 
not turn out to be an improvement on 

the current system.  There is still some 
considerable uncertainty about some 
of the details and how students will be 
prepared for the various assessments.  
The Sheffield and District Law Society, 
other Law Societies and training 
providers have been providing training 
regarding the proposals and I am sure 
we will continue to do this as we move 
forward. Students starting university in 
2018 will be the first cohort to progress 
through the new system. 

I am hoping that someone who knows a 
lot more about this subject will be able to 
come to our AGM next year and give us 
a more details outline of what to expect 
and how to prepare.

The other big change which will affect 
all firms in 2018 is the GDPR, which I did 
mention in my last President’s Column. 
I seem to have come full circle, so that 
I’m somehow ‘on message’ again, as this 
edition does deal with Cyber Security 
and various elements of Data Protection.  
I am having some training in this area 
over the coming months, so may well 
return to this topic next time.  In the 
meantime, this edition will provide some 
informative insight into this important 
topic and hopefully we will all be ready in 
time for its introduction next year.

In the meantime, by the time you are 
reading this, we will be heading quickly 
towards Christmas and I would wish 
all our readers and our members and 
very Happy and Peaceful Christmas and 
New Year.  We are already preparing our 
Annual Dinner at the Cutlers Hall (Friday 
February 9th) and I look forward to 
seeing many of you there.

Welcome to Bell & Buxton Solicitors 
Sheffield

Legal Services for Businesses and Individuals.

0114 249 5969   |   legals@bellbuxton.co.uk   |   www.bellbuxton.co.uk

Happy Christmas and Happy New Year to you all!
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Advice and guidance for legal firms 
on the GDPR
Neil Maude, Arena’s General Manager, recently conducted a 
CPD training session on the upcoming GDPR in partnership 
with Sheffield Law Society, attended by various law firms across 
the city. Neil provided an overview of the GDPR and its potential 
impact on legal firms. 

With the wealth of information currently surrounding GDPR, it 
is important legal firms understand which elements of the new 
regulations are most relevant, how this can impact on their 
organisation, and what are the next steps or solutions required 
to act upon it. 

To be compliant, firms need to understand that GDPR is about 
managing risk and being accountable for all actions, whilst 
understanding the benefits and potential costs of compliance. 
Adhering to the regulations isn’t all bad news. Neil recommends 
firms take this as an opportunity to organise their data and use 
this to their advantage.  

Solely keeping data that is required not only makes general 
day-to-day working more efficient, but immediately minimises 
data protection risk by only managing the data you actually 
need. Firms should also be aware that under the GDPR, 
the definition of personal data has been extended to any 
information that can be traced back to a person. Therefore 
keeping on top of the many forms of data you hold is vital. 

In addition, the personal data you keep should be used only 
for the purpose for which it was collected.  If you’re relying 
on consent to process data, there are more stringent criteria 
around how consent can be given; in particular, data can only 
be used for the specific reasons for which it was originally 
given. Remember, when asking for consent from an individual, 
silence cannot be treated as consent. The purpose of what the 
consent is for needs to be specific, freely given, unambiguous 
and cannot be conditional. Data subjects also have the right to 
withdraw consent at any time.

With a risk-based system such as the GDPR, there are no specific 
statements as to how a controller should fulfil their obligations. 
Rather, actions need to be taken in proportion to the type of 
data you hold, with the appropriate technical and organisation-
al measures. You should ensure your firm keeps a full record of 
how you are processing and protecting this data.

Law firms generate large amounts of information, with paper 
case files presenting huge issues for various reasons. This 
includes storage costs and space issues, general organisation 
problems and inefficiencies, speed of finding documents, 
disjointed working and security levels to name a few. Using case 
management systems and electronic document management 
software which integrate seamlessly will help firms to combat 
all of the above scenarios, and more. Documents become 
searchable and structured, with full audit trails and are highly 
secure. 

In summary, the GDPR requires firms to be more responsible and 
accountable for all aspects of their data. There is a much higher 
standard required with regards to an individual’s consent, the 
rights of data subjects have been greatly enhanced, more 
stringent controller obligations are needed and breach noti-
fications are required within strict time periods.  Significantly 
higher potential fines pose a threat to the firm, as does the risk 
of damage to your reputation in the event of a compliance 
failure.

Our Recommendations:

No employee at Arena Group can provide legal advice.  However, 
we can draw on our extensive knowledge and experience to 
advise our customers on what to do next. 

Here are some top tips:

  Do a trial run

Randomly select a client and see if you can find all data relating 
to this individual. How long did this take? How easy was the 
process? Would changes in the way you store documents and 
data make this a much simpler exercise next time?

  Educate your team

All members of an organisation who handle any documents 
or data that contain an individual’s information need the 
awareness of the GDPR and what actions they need to take to 
comply. The Information Commissioner’s Office have a wealth 
of information and guidance to help towards compliance, 
including their ‘12 steps to take now’. It is essential for all organ-
isations to be proactive to avoid any potential problems in the 
first place. 

  Conduct an audit

A law firm can do this themselves or this is something one of our 
experts can come and assist you with. This includes all elements 
of document and data management, from how the daily post is 
managed, to what is being printed and how secure this is, to the 
storage of data and documents. We have a specialist team who 
conduct company audits to recommend ideas and solutions to 
ensure you are working more efficiently and securely.

  Get in touch!

We would love to hear from you to find out how you are 
adhering to the new GDPR. If you would like some advice or 
some new ideas, please get in touch .
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Sheffield and Chesterfield 
solicitors, Graysons, is delighted 
to welcome Rachel Read- Hill to its 
family law team.

Born and bred in Sheffield, Rachel is 
a solicitor who obtained a first-class 
degree in law at the University 
of Hull and undertook her legal 
practice course (LPC) in Sheffield.  

She qualified as a solicitor in 2009 and has practised family 
law in the Sheffield, Rotherham and Chesterfield region 
since then.

Rachel deals with the whole range of family law issues, 
including divorce, separation, finances (including high value 
cases), children issues, domestic abuse, property issues, 

prenuptial and living together agreements and applications 
under the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 
1996 (TOLATA). 

She acted in a reported case, T v B, which dealt with a same 
sex couple (who had not entered into a civil partnership) 
and whether the non-biological parent was a parent for 
the purposes of Schedule 1 of the Children Act 1989, which 
would allow the court to make an order for financial relief.

Rachel has previously sat on the board of North Derbyshire 
Women’s Aid.

Rachel can be contacted at Graysons on 0114 272 9184  
or by email at family@graysons.co.uk www.graysons.co.uk  
T: @Graysonslaw or @DivorceDr F:@Graysonslaw

Rachel joins Graysons family law team

DLA Piper annonces three partner promotions 
in Sheffield

Golden achievement for Bell & Buxton’s 
Charles Ibberson

Solicitor, Charles Ibberson, was recently recognised by the 
Law Society for his amazing achievement of 50 years in 
continuous practice – an accolade that few solicitors reach! 
Still practising in the busy Property department at city firm, 
Bell & Buxton, Charles is not showing any signs of slowing 
down or retiring just yet!

For a young Charles, the inspiration to join the legal profession 
came when a Barrister came to give a talk at his school, St 
Peter’s in York. The picture he painted was of an extremely 
interesting and occasionally exciting life, and Charles was 
immediately sold. From there he went on to study Law at 
Emmanuel College, Cambridge and completed his legal 
education at Law School in Guildford. Originally, he entered 
the profession in the Wills, Trusts, Probate and Tax Planning 
department, but when the property boom of the 1970’s took 
hold he moved across to Property where there was more 
demand than solicitors, so reinforcements were drafted in.  

Reflecting on some of his most memorable clients of the 
last 50 years, Charles recounts the tale of two young men 
inheriting riches of their dreams: 

“Back when I was working in Probate, there was a family 
where the grandfather had died and his Will disinherited one 
of his children, so her share of the Estate passed onto her two 
sons who were around 18/19 years old at the time. There was 
litigation but we won and the grandsons inherited substan-
tially. The day after we settled, I received a phone call from 
the local Jaguar dealership saying that two teenage boys 
were attempting to buy Jaguars, but had assured them that I 
would vouch for them! Indeed I could, and so the inheritance 
was spectacularly blown on the cars of two young men’s 

dreams! It was definitely an object 
lesson for a solicitor to counsel a 
Testator that leaving valuable assets 
to be inherited at the age of 18 
might not be the wisest decision!”

Charles’ words of advice are as valuable for the next generation 
of solicitors, as they have been over the years for his younger 
clients too and he is often involved in mentoring trainees on 
Bell & Buxton’s popular Trainee Solicitor Programme. Asked 
what 3 qualities he tells them are important in becoming a 
good solicitor he says:

“ To be willing to listen to the client and interpret what they 
tell you; to advise the client on the possibilities within the law 
and to persevere with trying to achieve a good result for the 
client; and

to be honest with the client and with other practitioners 
in the profession, and any others involved in negotiations, 
whilst nevertheless keeping client confidentiality”.

Charles is planning to continue his career for at least the 
foreseeable future, and having witnessed changes in the 
profession such as the abolition of the ‘closed-shop’ and 
opening up of the sector to competition, the introduction 
of women to the profession and subsequent the redress of 
gender bias, and even the intervention of Her Majesty the 
Queen, it is mind-boggling to think what else the rest of his 
career could hold! 

Charles Ibberson, Consultant at Bell & Buxton Solicitors, 
Sheffield.
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Howells Solicitors have recently welcomed two highly 
regarded Solicitors to join their criminal defence team. 

Matthew Hague and Zawar Shah, who have both been  
individually recognised in the prestigious Legal 500 
publication, have joined Howells bringing their expertise in 
all areas of criminal and regulatory law.

John Gibson, Partner and Head of Crime at Howells, said:  
“We are delighted to welcome Matt and Zawar to Howells. 
Their experience and expertise will be an excellent addition 
to our crime team”.

Zawar Shah, who previously worked at a large law firm in 
Sheffield, commented on joining the firm: “Howells has 
always been a voice for those who do not feel they have 

a voice. They pride themselves on 
providing tenacious representation 
for anyone involved in criminal 
investigation or prosecution.  Matt and 
I are excited to be joining an already 
highly respected group of criminal 
lawyers and look forward to being an 
integral part of the team”.

The recent publication of Legal 500 
has once again ranked Howells highly 
for criminal defence and the addition 
of Matthew and Zawar will further 
strengthen the team and its excellent 
reputation.

Howells welcomes two highly regarded Solicitors

Family Solicitor wins glittering accolade 
against the odds

The Yorkshire Legal Awards is always a glittering and 
hotly-contested evening, and so pleased to just be 
nominated that Demelza Wrigley and the Family Law  
team at city lawyers, Bell & Buxton, didn’t dare to hope  
to walk away with the prize on the night, but they do say,  
‘Be careful what you wish for’… don’t they?

As TV’s Chris Hollis navigated the audience through the 
maze of awards, judges’ videos, and winners’ celebrations 
at Leeds’ fabulous New Dock Hall, Demelza Wrigley and 
her colleagues sat nervously awaiting the result of the 
Family Law award.  When the time came, they were  
thrilled, bowled over, and humbled at the same time.  
For a tiny department residing within the busy corridors of 
Sheffield’s Bell & Buxton Solicitors, the Family team is often 
overlooked and frequently underestimated, but not on this 
cool, clear, Thursday October night!

For a very small team, they certainly do punch above 
their weight, and it is precisely this tenacity which led the 
judges of the award to their unanimous verdict during their 
deliberations back in the Summer. Demelza is particularly 
noted amongst her peers for obtaining exceptional 
outcomes on unusual cases, and much of her work includes 
cases of disputed Islamic Marriages, sperm or egg donation, 
alternatively constituted families, and LGBTQ matters, but 
she also finds it difficult to turn away cases of high net-worth, 
high-profile individuals, or highly-complex matters where 

clients have gone to some efforts to specifically request her 
services. All this means that there’s little time left to shout 
about all the good work they do. 

Being busy professionally has not stopped Demelza from 
also leading a fruitful private life too; she juggles work with 
a husband, 3 young children, a cat, large family, and even 
manages to find time to fundraise for the Children’s Heart 
Surgery Fund who helped to save the life of her son, Oliver, 
who was born with a congenital heart defect. With all this 
going on, it’s clear to see why she was the judges’ favourite, 
and the overwhelming praise in the room from her peers 
after she collected the award was the icing on the cake.

Demelza Wrigley, winner of Yorkshire Legal Award’s Family Law category 2017 



Graysons’ personal injury solicitor, 
Petra Heath, has had her hair cut off – 
54cm/21inches of it – and is ready to 
donate it to the Little Princess Trust.
The trust uses the donated hair to make real hair wigs for children who 
have lost their own hair due to cancer treatment and other illnesses.  The 
wigs are provided free of charge to the children.

Petra’s hair has always grown incredibly quickly.  She usually has it cut to shoulder length every couple of years.  However, about a 
year ago she heard about the Little Princess Trust and decided that she would continue to grow it to a length that would be most 
useful to the Trust before having it cut.  

Petra is a natural red head and has never dyed her hair, and in the 2 years since she had last had it cut, it had grown over 50cm.  
So, the hair was perfect to send to the trust for it to make a lovely full, long wig for children.  

Whilst on holiday in Northumbria last week, Petra decided to take the plunge and visited a salon in Hexham, where a very 
surprised hairdresser cut off her long locks.  All that is left now is for Petra to put the hair in a padded envelope and send it to the 
trust, from where it will hopefully go to the wig makers in China and return to the UK as a children’s wig.

Whilst Petra did not look for sponsorship for the haircut on this occasion, she is very likely to do it again in a couple more years 
and will look for it then.  

So what is next for Petra, who is a keen charity supporter?  She will be taking part in the Archer Project’s Sleep Out in Sheffield in 
March next year, where she will sleep under the stars for a night in support of Sheffield’s homeless people.  We will watch out for 
your sponsorship forms Petra!

Petra donates hair to Little Princess Trust
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Bhayani Law in 
top 3 rating

The niche employment law firm based in Sheffield is delighted to be listed as one 
of the Top 3 Employment Law Solicitors in Sheffield! 

Found to have provided consistent high quality in their area of business, the 
50-Point inspection which includes everything from checking reputation, history, 
complaints, ratings, satisfaction, trust and cost to the general excellence, found 
them to be in the Top 3.

Three Best Rated® was created with a simple goal to find the top 3 local businesses, professionals, restaurants and health care 
providers in the city. They display only businesses that are verified by their employees since customers deserve only the best.

It is not a paid for listing and so is impartial.

Jay Bhayani, Employment Law Solicitor, commented: “I am always proud to see that the hard work we put into helping our 
clients is recognised. My team are brilliant at understanding that delivery of the law can be done in a human way, and our 
unique offering of employment law and HR sitting side by side is providing an expert and cost-effective solution for clients.”

The firm won last year’s Sheffield Business Awards in the category of Excellence in Professional Services and this is another 
badge to add to their growing accolades.

You can find out more about the firm and read their client reviews at www.bhayanilaw.co.uk or call 0114 3032300.



Meeting room for hire at the Sheffield & District Law Society!
Take advantage of the fantastic rates for our recently refurbished training hall which is available for hire.

THIS ROOM IS FREE TO HIRE FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHEFFIELD LAW SOCIETY!

The hall’s central location on Campo Lane is 
within walking distance of Sheffield train station 
and can easily be reached by bus or tram.  The 
close proximity too many of Sheffield’s law firms 
also makes it an ideal venue for CPD training in 
particular.

We have a flexible room set up and the room can be 
used in boardroom, theatre or classroom style.  
If you require a room for formal or informal meetings 
or training, please do not hesitate to get in touch to 
enquire about our competitive room hire rates.

Tea and coffee are available and breakfast or lunch 
buffets can be provided upon request. 

We offer full or half day hire and hourly rates are also 
available.  
 

To book our hall, please contact 
Elizabeth French, either by 
telephoning the Society's office 
on 0114 272 3655 or emailing 
elizabeth@sheffieldlawsociety.co.uk
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Leading Yorkshire law firm teams up with 
Yorkshire Powerchair Football League

A leading Yorkshire law firm is teaming up with the Yorkshire 
Powerchair Football Federation to support the highly 
inclusive and fast-paced sport for powered wheelchair 
users, powerchair football. Switalskis Solicitors launched 
their three-year partnership on Sunday 5 November at the 
league’s first Leeds event, which took place at the Edge 
sports centre at Leeds University.

Commenting on the formation of the new Switalskis 
Yorkshire Powerchair Football League, Suzanne Munroe, a 
director at Switalskis, said: “We are extremely proud to be 
working with the Yorkshire Powerchair Football Federation 
in order to provide more players with the opportunity to 
take part in this fantastic sport.”

“As a Solicitor who has worked in the field of clinical 
negligence for many years, I have seen first-hand the real 
positive impact such sports can have on our clients.” 

Backed by the Wheelchair Football Association, powerchair 
football offers players of all ages the opportunity to 
compete in four-a-side games using electric wheelchairs 
and a unique 33cm diameter football. The sport requires a 
high level of skill and sharp reflexes as players send the ball 
speeding across the pitch with incredible precision.

Usually hosted at the Edge sports centre at Leeds University, 
the Switalskis Yorkshire Powerchair League will be holding at 
least four events across the season. 

Switalskis Solicitors has been involved with powerchair 
football for around three years, after a coach at Leeds 
Powerchair Football Club and father of one of their clients 
approached the firm with a proposal to fund his club’s 
uniforms. The young client, who was born with cerebral 
palsy, is represented by Switalskis’ Clinical Negligence 
department and is one of the club’s key players. 

Following a successful partnership with Leeds PFC, 
Switalskis is extending its support to the Yorkshire league 
to enable them to develop the sport and reach ever greater 
numbers of players across the region. 

Photographs provided courtesy of Phil Marsden Photography
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We’ve all heard stories about firms who’ve been hit by a ransomware 
attack. They’ve suffered days of downtime while the firm recovers, 
and not been able to service clients as well as they would have 
wished. Obviously it won’t happen to your firm, but it just might!

The rise of ransomware as a service

The chances of being hit by a ransomware attack are 
significantly higher year on year. IBM research suggests the 
increase in 2016 compared to 2015 was 6,000% and with all the 
well publicised attacks in 2017, it looks like there has been no 
let-up in the rate of increase. It’s easy to understand why the rise 
is so steep since, as ever, it’s all about the money. Ransomware 
encrypts your data and you have two options, revert to backups, 
or as a last resort pay the money, although there’s no guarantee 
the criminals will give you the decryption keys. Typically, the 
ransomware spreads like wildfire across the network, taking 
advantage of shared drives we normally use to locate and save 
our documents. 

The criminal gangs involved are now so sophisticated, there 
is a ransomware ‘industry’ which even offers ransomware as 
a service. The ransomware code writers provide their code 
via a portal and may have a profit share agreement with the 
criminals who use it.

We humans are the weakest link

Two of the main options open to the criminals to inflict 
ransomware on us are to ‘unlock’ the door to our network, or 
to fool us into opening the door for them and letting them in. 
Hacking into corporate networks is often done by criminals 
using programmes which effectively check to see if you’ve left 
the door unlocked; hence the need for regular penetration 
testing of networks.

However, hacking is nowhere near as easy or as fruitful as simply 
getting us humans to open the door for the criminals. Sending 
out thousands of emails aimed at getting us to click on links 
or attachments in emails is now an even easier route. Once we 
have been duped into clicking, a ‘pay-load’ is silently dropped 
onto the computer. This programme may start encrypting the 
data immediately or alternatively it may just collate data from 
the network so the criminals can choose the most inconvenient 
time to catch you out and encrypt your data.

We’ve all had the emails that are obviously not genuine. This 
used to be spam, but today it could easily be ransomware. 
Examples are where you are offered a voucher for 50% off 
your supermarket shopping, or the email telling you that  
you need to change the password on a service you don’t 
even have an account for. Of course, we wouldn’t fall for that  
 

would we? Well you just might fall for it if you are expecting 
some information from a client and you receive an email from 
Microsoft Office which says:

 “An important document has been shared with you. You may need 
to sign in with a Microsoft account to view the secured document.”

How do you know if that’s a genuine email or ransomware? It all 
depends upon the context of your working day. You can’t just 
assume IT will have sorted it out or that the spam filter should 
have done its job, because with the volumes involved, they 
won’t get it right all of the time.

Simulated phishing attacks and training

You need, and probably already have several layers of cyber 
defences. The reason for the layers is that none of them are 
infallible. I repeat, none of them are infallible. Defences include 
email filters, web content filters, application installation 
blockers (ransomware can be disguised as software on 
internet downloads), security patch updaters and ransomware 
protection software running on all PCs and servers.

The last line of defence is your staff. Your staff need to be given 
anti-ransomware training. You should also invest in software to 
send regular spoof phishing emails to your staff. This software 
typically allows you to select spoof emails from a pool, schedule 
emails to your staff and track who the clickers are and on what 
email and at what time. When staff click on spoof emails they 
shouldn’t have done, they are immediately taken to a web 
page and reminded of key things to look out for. These include 
hovering over links and checking the path is where you would 
expect to be taken or spotting that security-update@Hotrnail.
com is not actually from Hotmail as the letters ‘r’ and ‘n’ are used 
together to fool us into thinking we are seeing an ‘m’.

Backups, backups and more backups

The final layer of defence, if all else fails, is your backups. They 
will take some time to reinstate so you need to have your other 
defensive layers in place as well. You need to be absolutely 100% 
certain your backups are being taken and just as importantly the 
data can be restored when it needs to be. Regular restore tests 
should be carried out and best practice is to have a simulated 
disaster recovery test day, typically annually.

Charles Kavazy 
Director of IT Services 
Hawsons Chartered Accountants

Ransomware – it won’t happen to 
my firm, or will it?



The GDPR comes into force on 25 
May 2018 and will replace the Data 
Protection Act 1998. It represents 
root and branch reform of the current 
data protection regime. One of the 
key changes under GDPR will be 
that for certain organisations it will 
be mandatory to designate a Data 
Protection Officer (DPO). 

1. You are a public authority or body.

2. Your core activities consist 
of  processing operations which require 
regular and systematic monitoring of 
data subjects on a large scale.

3. Your core activities consist of 
processing on a large scale of sensitive 
personal data or personal data relating to 
criminal convictions and offences.

The Article 29 Working Party (A29 WP), 
which is the EU data protection advisory 
body, has provided guidelines on what 
constitutes ‘regular and systematic 
monitoring’ and at what constitutes 
‘large scale’ monitoring.

According to the A29 WP, the concept 
of ‘regular’ includes monitoring that is 
ongoing, recurring or repeated at fixed 
times and the concept of ’systematic 
monitoring’ includes pre-arranged, 
organised, methodical and occurring 
according to a system. Examples include 
tracking and profiling on the internet, 
including for the purposes of behavioural 
advertising.

When determining whether processing is 
carried out on a ‘large scale’, the A29 WP 
advises having regard to the:

• number of individuals concerned;

• volume of data and/or the range of  
 data items processed;

• duration of the processing activity;  
 and 

• geographical extent of the processing.

An example given by the A29 WP is 
processing of customer data by an 
insurance company or bank.

Where the GDPR does not require the 
mandatory appointment of a DPO, you 
can consider appointing one voluntarily, 
as there are benefits to this and the 
A29 WP encourages it. It will show the 
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) 
and your customers that you take your 
data protection obligations seriously. You 
can’t be wrong for appointing a DPO, but 
you can be wrong for deciding not to. If 
you appoint a DPO voluntarily, you must 
comply with the full range of compliance 
obligations relating to a DPO. If you feel 
you cannot comply, you should not use 
the title of DPO within your business and 
should clearly document that you have 
decided not to appoint a DPO and the 
reasons for that decision.

If you decide that having a formal DPO 
is not necessary, it is a good idea to 
have someone who is the focus of GDPR 
compliance within your business, who 
can deal with things like subject access 
requests and communicating with 
the ICO.

 

If you appoint a DPO, their job will 
include:

• informing you and your employees of  
 their GDPR obligations;

• monitoring GDPR compliance, and  
 compliance with data protection  
 policies;

• advising on data protection impact  
 assessments; and

• being the contact point for the ICO.

There are currently no mandatory 
qualifications for who can be a DPO, but 
there are certain requirements. The DPO 
must be independent. From an internal 
perspective, individuals who determine 
what personal data is collected and how 
it is used cannot be a DPO, for example 
CEOs and heads of HR. Someone from 
in-house legal or compliance may be 
an option.

DPOs can be someone external, 
appointed on the basis of a service 
contract. It may be possible to appoint 
external legal advisers, but this should 
be given careful thought because there 
is a concern that being a law firm and 
acting as DPO for a client may cause 
conflict issues. From the point of view of 
DPO independence, there is an argument 
that if a law firm takes on the role, it may 
conflict them from assisting on other 
matters, e.g. litigation.

The other issue with appointing an 
external lawyer as DPO is making sure 
the lawyer is adequately embedded in 
the business, for example you need to 
be able to demonstrate that they can 
monitor GDPR compliance and things 
such as staff training effectively.

Organisations that DPO compliance 
wrong face maximum fines of up to 
€10 million or 2% of annual worldwide 
turnover, whichever is greater.

Claire Stockill  
Solicitor 
Irwin Mitchell LLP
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What does the General Data Protection  
Regulation (GDPR) say about appointing 
a Data Protection Officer?

There is a  
misconception  
that GDPR requires 
all organisations to 
appoint a DPO but 
this is not the case. 
If your organisation 
meets the criteria  
set out below, it 
will be required 
to appoint a DPO, 
whether it is a data 
controller or a  
data processor. 



Award-winning set, Parklane Plowden Chambers has 
teamed up with specialist legal training providers, Kinch 
Robinson to develop and launch a unique e-learning course 
for the claims injury market.

This collaboration sees barristers provide their expert 
insight on a wide range of animated employers’ liability and 
public liability accident scenarios developed by Kinch Robinson. 
“With profitability in this sector constantly being squeezed, it’s 
essential for case handlers to have a firm grip on liability issues 
from the outset” says Director, Kath Kinch. “This new e-learning 
course helps organisations to grow the confidence of their staff, 
as well as their profit margins.”

Parklane Plowden’s Marketing Director, Natalie Rodgers said, 
“Developing new ways of supporting our clients meant that 
it was an easy ‘yes’ to us getting involved in this project. We’re 
delighted with the result…with users getting a realistic take 
from our barristers (via video) on how each case should be 
handled from an evidential and practical perspective, plus a 
steer towards relevant case law and legislation.”

About Scala UK Ltd
Scala is a specialist Marketing Consultancy working within the 
legal and professional services sector.

They provide a range of consultancy services including PR, 
strategy, copywriting and social media management for a 
broad client base that includes barristers’ chambers, law firms 
and organisations that support the legal industry.

They focus on the 
practical, rather than 
the fanciful aspects of 
marketing, and have a 
strong track record of 
success.

www.scala.uk.com 
office@scala.uk.com 
t. 0114 4070159

Parklane Plowden Chambers and Kinch 
Robinson team up to launch unique EL/PL 
e-learning for claims injury market
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The build-up to the Christmas holidays is hectic, with the 
rush to get work finished off, the parties and the last minute 
shopping. All these activities can you leave you feeling 
stressed and tired before the festivities have even properly 
begun.

It is important to think about your wellbeing at this time of 
the year, to make sure you get the most out your time off at 
Christmas, and to have a good break, ready to start the new 
year feeling refreshed.

What do we mean when we talk about wellbeing? Wellbeing 
is subjective and it does mean different things to different 
people, but it’s about how we feel, how we think, our 
relationships, and how we find meaning and purpose in 
our lives.

It’s important to remind yourself that Christmas doesn’t have 
to be ‘perfect’ or ‘just like it was last year’. As families grow 
and children leave home, traditions and rituals can change. 
Accepting family and friends as they are, even if they don’t 
live up to all of your expectations, may help with managing 
any underlying tensions. A happy, relaxed Christmas will 
add to your wellbeing, and give you a positive start to the 
New Year. 

LawCare, the charity that promotes and supports wellbeing 
in the legal community, has some advice about how to get 
the most out of the holidays:

 Try to take some time off.

 Screen calls and switch off your mobile. 
 Don’t take calls from the office.

 Try to resist the urge to check your email or if you will feel  
 more stressed if you don’t, only check email once a day. 

 If there are other colleagues keeping an eye on things  
 while you’re off, make sure you have briefed them.

 Enjoy spending time with family and friends, even if   
 there are underlying tensions, try and put these aside  
 over Christmas. 

 Relax and use the time off to catch up with old friends,  
 get outside and have fun!

However, at LawCare, we know that for some, the holidays can 
be a difficult time. If the thought of Christmas is concerning 
you and you need to talk, call our free, independent and 
confidential Helpline on 0800 279 6888. It is open throughout 
the holiday period, including Christmas Day.

Look after yourself over the holidays
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From 25 May 2018, the General Data 
Protection Regulation come into effect. 

It will be the biggest change to data protection in a long time, but, given 
the huge increased use of the internet, and how we store our personal 
data, I would suggest it should be deemed as overdue and vastly needed! 
We ask the question as to how this will affect the service sector?

Brexit is happening and it is unlikely to make a difference to GDPR as the 
UK will still be an EU member when GDPR becomes law and it will continue 
to apply in UK law unless the government take specific action to repeal it. 
Even if, as a result of Brexit, there are some changes, the ICO (Information 
Commissioner’s Office) have promoted GDPR as a massive positive for UK 
data protection and it is likely to continue this stance. However, it must 
also be highlighted that many of us will also still be doing business across 
the EU and therefore will have to abide by GDPR, irrespective of Brexit. 

The GDPR is intended to offer more protection to consumers and the use 
of their personal data. The definition of personal data will be updated to 
include more specific information, from biological and genetic details to 
a person's economic, social and cultural background. The service sector 
manages a lot of personal data; GDPR demands that such information 
is gathered, used, stored and disposed of according to its requirements. 
If any individual is compromised, the supervisory authority needs to 
be notified within 72 hours. Businesses that fail to comply could face 
a fine of up to 2% of their annual global turnover. There is no doubt it 
will shake up the sector, but I strongly feel it will have an overall positive 
effect with more of us taking greater time and care to interact with our 
customer base. In addition, weak data security policies create problems 
like financial penalties and damage to reputation. Companies with clear, 
comprehensive policies in place that demonstrate compliance with GDPR 
will inspire more trust from their customers. 

Adhering to the GDPR also protects companies, should they themselves 
suffer a data breach. Hackers don’t distinguish between compliant and 
non-compliant companies but the former are in a much better legal 
position if their personal information is compromised. 

In conclusion, although GDPR might slightly inconvenience businesses 
as they adapt to the change, companies, like CRA Consulting, that have 
already adopted these best practices will be in a far better position 
than others who do not react until May 2018. If you act now, it could 
be an opportunity to increase your presence with your client base and 
ultimately take a greater market share.

Yes, it is EU led, but 
even with the UK 
hinged on Brexit, 
it will still have a 
substantial impact on 
the way we operate 
and process personal 
data in the service 
sector. 

T: 0114 2418030  
M: 0771 0677706  
E-mail: robert.addy@craconsultants.com    
 
Find us at  
www.craconsultants.com  

Follow us on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/cralegal
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The University of Sheffield’s  
Sheffield Scanner Appeal
Every year the University organise a Big Walk and this year’s Big Walk took 
place in June in aid of the Sheffield Scanner. Participants – staff, alumni, 
students and friends of the University (272 people in total) walked as far as 
they could along a circular 50-mile route in 24 hours. The Big Walk 2017 raised 
over £117,000 towards the £2 million target. 

When you’re diagnosed with a serious disease like cancer, Alzheimer’s or 
Motor Neurone Disease (MND), your whole life turns upside-down. The 
University of Sheffield is aiming to give hope to people dealing with these 
devastating conditions and secure their position as a leading centre for 
health research by establishing an MRI-PET facility here in Sheffield. 

They launched their Sheffield Scanner appeal in January with an aim to 
raise £2 million. MRI-PET is the most advanced imaging technology to date. 
It will transform people’s understanding of serious conditions like cancer, 
dementia, heart and lung diseases, MND, Parkinson's and stroke and the 
way they are treated in the future. There are only seven MRI-PET scanners 
in the UK, five of which are exclusively used in dementia research. This 
will be the first facility of its kind in Yorkshire and a vital investment in the 
health of people in this region, and beyond.

What is MRI-PET? 
An MRI-PET scanner combines images from Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) to provide a superior 
diagnostic picture of what is happening within the body in a single scan.

MRI uses strong magnetic fields and radio waves to show detailed 
information on the organs, tissues and structures of the body. A PET scan 
measures important body functions such as blood flow, oxygen use and 
sugar metabolism, to evaluate how well organs and tissues are functioning. 
Capturing anatomy and metabolic activity together enables us to see 
what is happening inside a diseased organ with unprecedented detail and 
whether it is responding to treatment.

The Impact 
Knowledge is our most powerful weapon and technologies such as these 
present us with incredible opportunities to fight disease on many fronts. 
The scanner will be open to the University’s world-leading health and 
biomedical researchers, as well as the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals.

The MRI-PET scanner will transform the University’s research by increasing 
understanding of the causes, effects and development of disease. 
With this knowledge, they will be able to take exciting discoveries from 
the laboratory into clinical trials to develop new therapies and better 
outcomes for patients. Breakthroughs in research will lead to easier and 
faster diagnosis, characterisation, staging and treatment of disease.

In the hospital, the new scanner will provide doctors with a more precise 
and accurate assessment of serious conditions leading to better treatments 
and monitoring of patients. Furthermore, radiation exposure is signifi-
cantly reduced, saving approximately 100 chest x-rays worth of radiation 
compared to the next best technology. This dramatically improves patient 
safety, which is particularly important for children and young adults, and 
individuals requiring regular scans to monitor treatment.

www.shef.ac.uk/sheffieldscanner 
Email: sheffieldscanner@sheffield.ac.uk     Telephone: 0114 2221071

World-leading Health Research 
DISEASE AREA

The MRI-PET scanner will be invaluable for 
many diseases, including:

	Alzheimer’s disease
	Cancer
	Cardiovascular diseases
	Diabetes
	Infectious diseases
	Lung diseases
	Motor Neurone Disease (MND/ALS)
	Parkinson’s disease
	Stroke

“I was diagnosed with 
motor neurone disease 
(MND) in May 2016, at 
the age of 29. Together 
with the help of family 
and friends, I wanted to 
do all that we could to 
help find a cure and to 
help those living with 
MND. You can definitely 
make a difference 
yourself. For me it’s 
about doing good and 
a sense of personal 
achievement. Without 
the fundraising and 
awareness raising 
that comes with it, 
progress would be 
much, much slower.”

Gemma Middleton
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Many readers will already know of the General Data Protection Regulations coming 
into force in May 2018. (A very useful overview of the forthcoming effects of the 
GDPR on UK data protection law, and how to prepare for it as a business, can be 
found via the website of the Information Commissioner's Office: www.ico.gov.uk.)  

Accompanying the creation of the GDPR by the EU was the 
development of the 'Law Enforcement Directive' on data 
protection, or the LED. It had been thought that many of the 
substantive provisions of the LED would not apply in UK law, 
with exemptions having been negotiated from many of them. 
However, the Data Protection Bill (2017) making its way through 
the House of Lords at the time of writing would actually place 
many substantive features of the LED onto the statute book in 
the UK, entailing that these new elements of a data protection 
regime for the criminal justice system would apply much more 
clearly post-Brexit, or after the passage of the EU (Withdrawal) 
Bill (2017).

This is a positive development for those of us who are concerned 
with issues of the fairness of the retention of police intelligence 
and other, less certain, forms of 'criminality information'. An 
issue of concern had been that the Withdrawal Bill looks set 
to excise the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU from 
application in UK law, even as the Bill retains much EU law as 
a whole, in its new constitutional categorisation of a potential 
source of law. But with this 'retained EU law' not including the 
CFREU and its specific rights to both a private life and to data 
protection, the nature of the LED as a Directive meant waiting to 
see what Parliament would do with the substantive provisions 
of the LED in creating a post-Brexit data protection regime. The 
CFREU was the root cause behind courts in the UK disapplying 
provisions in the Data Protection Act 1998 that had denied 
certain claimants a remedy for breach of data protection law 
in the case of Vidal-Hall v Google Inc. [2015] EWCA Civ 311; and 
indirectly led to the creation of the 'Snooper's Charter', better 
known as the Investigatory Powers Act 2016, after provisions 
of the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014 were 
similarly ruled unlawful for conflict with the CFREU in R (Davis 
& Watson) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2015] 
EWHC 2092 (Admin).

The LED and its effects on criminal records and police intelli-
gence will now be under the ambit of Part 3 of the soon-to-be 
Data Protection Act 2018, of course. Clauses of the current 
Bill going through the Lords include (limited) rights to avoid 

automated profiling by criminal justice agencies, and to seek 
the erasure or rectification of their data by the same - as well as 
a right to have data clearly treated as that identifying a victim, 
witness, offender, and so forth.

As a human rights issue, the permissive legal framework for the 
retention of police intelligence on non-risky persons should be 
put to the test in the forthcoming judgment by the European 
Court of Human Rights in Catt v UK. Taking to Strasbourg after 
defeat in the UK Supreme Court in R (Catt) v Commissioner of 
Police of the Metropolis [2015] UKSC 9, the applicant will hope 
to show the ongoing retention of police records, relating to the 
attendance of such a non-violent demonstrator as John Catt at 
public protests, is disproportionate, and, as such, is a violation 
of the European Convention on Human Rights.

In a privacy law framework for the UK that is shorn of the 
powerful CFREU, how the Strasbourg court will apply its juris-
prudence on Article 8 ECHR and the right to respect for private 
life in the case of Catt will be of great importance. The Human 
Rights Act 1998 and our legal relationship with the ECHR are 
to remain intact, we are told, until at least the next Parliament, 
and the role of Strasbourg in setting out an understanding of 
privacy law developments will grow more crucial in the next 
five years. In this time, data protection challenges will likely be 
forthcoming on issues concerning the use of new surveillance 
powers, and the growing use of 'big data' and machine-learning 
algorithms and related offender profiling in the criminal justice 
system.

Jamie Grace 
Jamie is a Senior Lecturer in Law in the Department of Law 
and Criminology at Sheffield Hallam University. He is the 
course leader of the MA and LL.M in Applied Human Rights 
courses and an active researcher in the Helena Kennedy Centre 
for International Justice. He is also a Fellow of the Sheffield 
Institute of Policy Studies, both part of Sheffield Hallam 
University.

A new emphasis on data protection 
rights in the criminal justice sector 

Sheffield and District Law Society are 
proud sponsors of the 
Sheffield Carers Centre
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With newspapers resplendent with stories of computer hacking, 
and the BBC reporting a Russian campaign of cyber-espionage, 
one may be fooled into believing that the biggest threat to cyber 
security is external. In fact, by far the most common source of a 
data breach is internal.

Disgruntled employees 
who take company data to 
competitors to secure new 
employment, or to start their 
own rival companies, and 
human error, are a greater 
threat to cyber security. 

And what’s worse, employees who remove company data feel 
entitled to take it. The vast majority of those taking information 
(two-thirds) felt that they had a right to remove the data 
because they had been ‘involved in the creation’, with a third 
believing that there would be an expectation to bring such 
information with them to a new employer. An earlier study into 
UK-based employees found that 58% of workers said that they 
would take confidential data if faced with redundancy, and 40% 
were already storing confidential information to enhance their 
value in the job market.  

Remote working practices now mean that an errant employee 
inclined to steal data does not even need to come into the 
office. Client contacts and files could be downloaded in the 
comfort of a one’s home before being deployed by an existing 
rival or new competitor.

The digitisation of documents has also increased the potential 
risk of human error. Whereas before a mistake-prone employee 
could leave a single file on a train, a lost laptop or hard drive 
could now result in a data breach relating to many hundreds or 
even thousands of individuals.

How then does a frim protect data from an internal threat? The 
most important step is to understand the risk and prepare in 
advance of any cyber breach. 

Although there are legal provisions, including injunctions, 
following a breach of confidence, on many occasions these 
are frustrated by an employer who cannot identify how stolen 
information is used in the relevant business, and that its dissem-
ination will likely cause to harm the company. General skills and 
knowledge will not be protected by the courts. Information 
must be secret or confidential, and its loss result in commercial 
damage, before legal intervention.

Practically, the employee contract is the best place to start. Cyber 
terms of use should be clear and agreed before an employee is 
recruited. The review and revision of appropriate terms means 
that incorporation through an employee handbook is often the 
most efficient method for inclusion in the contract. Cyber terms 

of use should include an acceptable email and internet policy, 
data protection procedures, consideration of computer health 
and safety, discrimination and sexual harassment policies, 
and the procedures for investigation and sanction if there is a 
breach. 

Gardening leave clauses, designed to protect a firm’s client 
base, are not uncommon; however, there is no reason why 
more abstract concepts could not also be protected within 
the employee contract. Software functionality or elements 
classified as ideas and principles within the Software Directive, 
could potentially be protected through appropriate contract 
provisions. Every basic employee contract should incorporate a 
condition related to the protection of confidential information 
while under the contract. New employees should be asked to 
sign that they have received, read and will comply with their 
contract and handbook.

Communication of information is vital to the ensuring that 
employees are aware of the acceptable limits. Notices to prompt 
employees to use confidential waste bins and keep desks clear 
of confidential information have the dual effect of reminding 
them of the systems in place, but also to identify information 
they are handling as confidential. The proper disposal of  
confidential information should be monitored. That which is 
released into the public domain through improper disposal will 
not be protected by the courts.

Finally, training should be used to identify any gaps within 
employee knowledge. Reasonable training may take the form 
of lectures, seminars, debates, workshops or online videos or 
forums. The purpose is to engage employees, require that they 
read relevant procedures, and monitor that their understanding 
of the systems in place. Comprehensive policies and training, 
recognised within the employee contract, and regularly 
reviewed through training, is the best precaution against 
internal threat.

Cyber Security: Law and Practice, chapter 5, identifies further 
practical advice for a firm concerned with internal threats.

Sam Thomas is a Barrister at 2 Bedford Row and author of Cyber 
Security: Law and Practice. He is the Co-founder of CyberCounsel 
(www.cyber-counsel.co.uk, @CyberCounsel1) a collaboration of 
lawyers which represents individuals and organisations in relation 
to actions arising from a data breach or cyber-attack (internal or 
external). Sam provides a range of representation and advice in 
relation to business crime, data management and regulatory law.

Internal threats to Cyber Security 



Spotlight on a Lawyer

Spotlight on a Lawyer'

Name:  Peter Mahy
Job Title:  Managing Partner, Howells LLP
Department/Team:   Civil Liberties

1. How did you get into law?
I was interested in law from a very early age but I did not 
think a career in law was an option. I was not motivated 
to get good grades at school. When I was 17 some of my 
friends were working hard to try to go to University. I 
realised I might miss out. I worked like hell for 6 months 
and got good enough A level grades to be accepted by 
Sheffield University on the law degree. I did an M Phil 
in Criminology at Cambridge University then travelled 
around the world. When I returned, skint, I went to the 
careers centre. It was 2 or 3 days before the last day for LPC 
applications so I applied. I then had the most challenging 
bit, getting a training contract. Luckily Howells took me. I 
remain very grateful for that. If Howells had not taken me 
I may have well given up. I fitted in at Howells and have 
been here ever since.  

2. Career high?
In 2004, Howells had 5 cases in the House of Lords. 3 were 
mine. Just 6 years qualified and 3 cases in the House of 
Lords heard in a short period of time. What a buzz. Winning 
Marper in the European Court of Human Rights in 2008 
was special.  

3. Career low?
I was criticised in the Court of Appeal for incomplete 
bundles. Wasted costs were intimated. It was unfair, 
someone else had removed the pages after they had 
been lodged. The experience made me appreciate what a 
miscarriage of justice feels like.  

4. What is the most dangerous thing you have ever done?
I enjoy sailing. I learnt at Rother Valley but now sail in fairly 
remote places. It does not feel that dangerous but 5 years 
ago we were sailing offshore when a boat not far away 
went down. 

5. Do you get road rage?
No. I cycle to work which I find relaxing. I have a 110db 
horn. That is loud. I have not used it yet.

6. Do you have any annoying habits?
I read everything.  

7. If you could have a 
superpower, what would 
you have and why!
Invisibility. Think of the possibilities. Moving up to Upper 
class on the plane. Attending the other side’s legal 
conferences (in this fantasy world I would be exempt from 
all crimes and the Code of Conduct).

8. Have you ever used the phrase "Do you know who 
I am?!" to a junior member of staff? 
No. Howells is nothing like that. 

9. Have you ever changed a car wheel?
Quite a few times. I like mending stuff.

10. Tell us one interesting fact about yourself that 
people may not know.
I have been in the Oval Office in the White House and met 
the Vice-President.

11. Have you ever broken anything and not told 
anyone (i.e in a shop and just put it back on the shelf, 
your wife's favourite vase and blamed it on the kids?)
Nope. 

12. If I was an animal, I would be? 
A cute baby donkey. Donkeys are known for being 
stubborn…  

13. When I was younger I wanted to be a? 
Trouble maker.

14. I'd spend my last £5 on… 
I’d probably save it.

15. If my house was burning down, I'd save… 
My tandem, my 4 bicycles and my wife’s bicycle. My wife 
would have to help me with the tandem so I get to save 
her first.  

16. If I'd chosen my own name, I'd be called… 
Urrgg 

17. If you had to sell yourself in three words, what 
would they be?  
Cute baby donkey.

18. What was your first car? 
Nissan Micra £500. It was 11 years ago. I did not want to 
spend the money on a car before then. I could live without 
one now. 

19. What is your party trick?  
You have to invite me to find out. 
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Peter Mahy, managing partner at Howells LLP, reflects on his work on retention 
of biometric data and being a lawyer.

At a Christmas meal last year I was sitting opposite Nick, 
my neighbour, a retired solicitor. We were sitting next to 
non-lawyers. I was asked what I did. “A solicitor,” I said. Inevitably, 
I was then asked what sort of cases I dealt with. Nick chipped in: 
“This will be interesting.  Peter is one of the very few lawyers 
who have actually achieved something. Very few of us do that.”

I proceeded to tell my tale of the DNA case, Marper. In 2001, the 
government changed the law so that DNA samples and profiles 
of innocent people could be retained. I went to the High Court, 
Court of Appeal and the House of Lords, losing at every stage. 

That did not deter me. Nearly 4 years after the House of Lords 
and 7 years after proceedings were first issued, I found myself in 
the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), on a sofa having 
a pre-hearing coffee with Jean-Paul Costa, President of the 
ECtHR.  

On 4 December 2008, seventeen judges of the ECtHR Grand 
Chamber delivered a unanimous judgement that retention 
of DNA samples and profiles had been a violation of Article 
8 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms.  It was estimated that 850,000 DNA 
samples of innocent people were on the UK DNA database.

Following the judgement, the government enacted The 
Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 seeking to make England and 
Wales compliant with the ECtHR ruling. 

The Marper judgement has had a significant impact on retention 
of biometric data, data protection and privacy law worldwide. 

Nick, who had been quietly sampling the Christmas wine, 
chipped in: “That is what you call achieving something!”

I explained that there was a certain amount of luck and a lot of 
hard work and dogged determination.

Last week, I was out with my wife when I bumped into a client 
who I had acted for in 2000, when I was only 2 years qualified. 
He told my wife that at the time, he was worried instructing 
someone so young, but I had been recommended. It amazed 

me that he remembered exactly what I had said at that meeting 
17 years ago. I argued a novel legal point that an agreement was 
unenforceable. The family got to keep their house. It reminded 
me of the Christmas meal last year and Nick’s comments.

Being a lawyer seems to get more difficult every year. To name 
just a few;  

	 The growing daily e-mail battle. 

	 Increased expectations of response times and being   
 available 24/7.

	 The constant change. Much of the change does not seem  
 to achieve anything. If only things could be left as they are,  
 just for a while we would all have a bit more time to think.  
 That is what is on my wish list for  Santa – 3 years of no  
 change please. 

	 Litigators live in fear of missing a key date and having to  
 make the dreaded application for relief from sanctions.  

	 Litigators have to do work which may be reasonably   
 incurred but under the new proportionality test may not  
 be recovered. 

	 The legal aid cuts. 

There is constant pressure. It is not easy. It is easy to think, “Why 
bother?”.  

My thoughts, perhaps relevant at Christmas and New Year, 
time when we reflect, is to remember that lawyers can and do 
change the law. There are not many cases that are going to 
get to the Supreme Court. Only a handful are successful at the 
ECtHR. However, lawyers can and do make a huge difference 
to people’s lives every day. The assistance we give can have 
lifelong consequences.

I hope I have managed to write something interesting or 
inspiring which was the aim. It has reminded me why I get up 
in the morning.

Who wants to be a lawyer?

Peter Mahy is the managing partner at Howells LLP. Peter is ranked in Chambers as an eminent practitioner in Police Law. He is ranked 
in Administrative and Public Law and Civil Liberties and Human Rights. Peter has over 30 reported cases. He heads up a team dealing 
with high-profile cases. Peter is recognised as “an authority on the retention of DNA and biometric data by the police, and the  
application of the Human Rights Act to information handling” (Chambers UK).
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Law Society Halloween Ball
The Sheffield and District Law Society 
was very excited to hold our Halloween 
Ball at the Sheffield Hilton hotel on the 
26th October 2017. It was a fantastic 
evening - full of spooky surprises, 
music, dancing and a scarily good 3 
course meal!

A number of our member firms attended the dinner, including 
Bell & Buxton, Cartwright King, Vines Legal and Medical 
Solicitors. Prizes were awarded for the best fancy dress, and a 
charity raffle was held during the event which raised over £250.

The ball was held in support of the Sheffield Carers Centre, 
which were also in attendance. The evening was thoroughly 
enjoyed by all –witches, hobgoblins, ghosts and ghouls alike!

A big thank you to all our sponsors, who helped to make the evening a great success!
TLO Risk Services,  CRA Legal Recruitment and Conveyancing Data Services
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Society news and events

NOTE: Students and trainees are entitled to free membership of the Society.

Training
Claims for Special 
Accommodation following JR v. 
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals. 
 
SPEAKER/PROVIDER 
Derek Sweeting QC 7BR, Richard 
Baker 7BR

DATE AND TIME 
01/03 3:00pm - 5:00pm

VENUE 
Law Society’s Hall,  
8 Campo Lane, Sheffield

MEMBER PRICE 
£0.00

NON MEMBER PRICE 
£25.00

Wills Roundtable
As part of our continuing effort to support and represent members, the Society is keen to keep up to date with Government 
Consultations and provide a response on behalf of members.

As many of our members will be aware, the Law Commission recently published a Consultation to reform the law surrounding 
Wills which, if implemented, would have a significant effect on our members practising in this area. The closing date for 
submissions was 10 November 2017.

To gather responses, we held a Roundtable discussion at the Sheffield and District Law Society Hall on Campo Lane in 
Sheffield at 2.30pm on 25 October 2017. We received an excellent response and were pleased with the attendance of 
members from different firms across Sheffield and the District. The Roundtable was chaired by the current Sheffield and 
District Law Society President, Charles Neal, who is also a practising Private Client Partner at Bell and Buxton LLP.

As the consultation document was so large, the discussion focussed on the key areas of reform and of the themes occurring 
throughout. Members were keen to share their opinions and experiences of how the issues in the Consultation had affected  
their practice.

The member’s responses during the discussion were collated by Hollie Hemmens, a Committee Member and Trainee Solicitor 
at hlw Keeble Hawson LLP, and used to form a collective response to the Consultation.

The Sheffield and District Law Society will continue to raise awareness of issues such as this and are keen to promote 
member’s views as a representative body. We will continue to respond to Government consultation documents and following 
the success of this Roundtable discussion, will be holding similar events as further Consultations are released.

EARLY BIRD BANQUET
TICKETS

The cost per ticket is £65+ vat 

which is the early bird price pre-Christmas 
up until the 21st  December 2017. 

The price will be £70 + vat for members and 
£75 + vat for non-members post-Christmas. 

We are also running an offer that for every 
table of 10, you will receive 2 free bottles of 

champagne on your table to share with 
your guests on the night.



KEEP CALM
AND

SAVE THE DATE
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SHEFFIELD & DISTRICT LAW SOCIETY

YORKSHIRE LAW BANQUET 2018
President's Annual Dinner

9TH FEBRUARY 2018
SHEFFIELD CUTLERS HALL

7:00PM ~ 1:00AM
We are delighted to be returning to the Sheffield Cutlers Hall for the 142nd  Annual Dinner.

Details for the evening and our speakers will be released shortly, so for now, please put the date in your diaries.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE
PLEASE CONTACT LIZ FRENCH

Tel: 0114 2723 665  Email: elizabeth@sheffieldlawsociety.co.uk



Don’t miss your member benefits!
Whether it is a treat for yourself, or a Christmas present for that special person, do 
take advantage of your member benefits!  The discounts available are redeemable 
on presentation of a valid Member Benefits card.

Further details of benefits can be found on the website:  
www.sheffieldlawsociety.co.uk
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Normal price for a routine Hygiene appointment is £54.25 and Tooth Whitening Starts from £295.00 is  

The regions largest  provider of purely  private cosmetic and 
implant dentistry

We would like to offer 50% off a routine hygiene 
appointment and 25% off Tooth Whitening

Plus 10% off all treatmenets 
 for all Sheffield Law Society Members 

Practice Details - 

Millhouses Dental Cosmetic and Implant Clinic 
40 Springfield Road, Millhouses, Sheffield, S7 2GD 
01142 363 615

Fountain Dental Cosmetic and Implant Clinic 
10 Bawtry Road, Doncaster DN4 5NW 
01302 533 635

Yorkshire Sedation, Dental, Cosmetic and 
Implant Clinic 
300 Wickersley Road, Rotherham S60 4JR

H.L.BROWN
A fami ly jewel lers s ince 1861

2 Barker’s Pool, Sheffield S1 1LZ. Tel: 0114 272 4388
www.hl-brown.co.uk

10%
discount

for
Sheffield & District Law Society 

Members.

Excluding
Rolex watches, repairs and coins.



Bee Wise Executive Travel of Sheffield 
10% off travel in the UK 
for between 8 and 53 passengers

The Hilton Hotel, Sheffield 
10% off

The Headonist, first class hair and 
beauty salon on Campo Lane  
10% off

George Jewellery, Glossop Road, 
Broomhill - George is offering members 
20% discount on bespoke manufacturing 
of all types of jewellery and repairs

Pavilion Designer Florist, 
Glossop Road, Broomhill  
10% discount on all local orders

The Beauty Clinic,  
Abbeydale Road  
15% off beauty treatments

The Feversham Arms Hotel,  
Helmsley, North Yorkshire  
A bottle of Champagne on arrival

Holiday Inn Express, Sheffield 
10% off best flexible rate

Formkraft 
25% off branded merchandise

Marco Pierre White Restaurant, Sheffield 
15% off food and drink

Tall Poppy Hairdressing, Campo Lane, Sheffield 
20% off first visit and 10% thereafter

Starmore Boss, Sharrowvale Road Sheffeild  
10% off when buying 2 or more bottles of wine

M & M Sign Solutions 
15% off signs and graphics

Bang & Olulfsen, Ecclesall Road, Sheffield 
10% off the supply of all Bang & Olufsen products

Medispa S10, Fulwood Road, Ranmoor  
10% off all beauty treatments

Sable Creative 
15% off your first design job

Cannon PR 
10% off public relation support services

CrossFire Protection 
15% off fire protection services

Puzzle corner
Word Wheel
Using the given letters no more than once, make as many words as possible of four or more letters, always including the central 
letter.  Capitalised words and plurals are disallowed.  You can also make one word using all the nine available letters.

m r
c h
i t

s s

a

Prize – £10 High Street Voucher.
Please e-mail your solution to editorial@sheffieldlawsociety.co.uk by Monday 26th February 2018.
The person with the most correct words will win the £10 High Street Voucher. 
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GET	  IN	  TOUCH	   ADDRESS	  
CRA	  Legal	  
Fifth	  floor	  
11	  Leopold	  street	  
Sheffield	  S1	  2GY	  

TELEPHONE	  
0114	  241	  8030	  
	  
EMAIL	  
info@craconsultants.com	  

	  
	   CRACONSULTANTS.COM	  

SHEFFIELD	  |	  LEEDS	  |	  MANCHESTER	  

SPECIALISTS	  
IN	  LEGAL	  
RECRUITMENT	  

We	  are	  proud	  to	  be	  the	  official	  recruiters	  to	  the	  
Sheffield	  and	  District	  incorporated	  Law	  Society.	  
Below	  are	  a	  few	  of	  our	  current	  vacancies.	  Should	  	  
you	  be	  interested	  in	  any,	  please	  do	  not	  hesitate	  	  
to	  contact	  us	  on:	  
0114	  2418030	  or	  
email	  info@craconsultants.com	  	  

HEAD	  OF	  WILLS	  AND	  PROBATE	  	  
Sheffield	  
£50	  -‐	  £75k	  	  
	  
SENIOR	  CORPORATE	  ASSOCIATE	  	  
Sheffield	  
£55	  -‐	  £75k	  	  
	  
CONVEYANCING	  FEE	  EARNER	  
Sheffield	  
£30	  -‐	  £40k	  	  

SENIOR	  PENSIONS	  ASSOCIATE	  
Leeds	  
£50	  -‐	  £70k 
 

PERSONAL	  INJURY	  TEAM	  MANAGER	  
Sheffield	  
£35	  -‐	  £40k	  


